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if not, encouraged . Children were considered

paternalistic

care as opposed to bearers

prisons where

"silence"

objects of

of human rights ; infamous

known that the Constitution

were left intact . It is well
had been helpless in eliminating discrimi -
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Ainu and other
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predominates
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lawyers have not been entirely negligent
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studies have been produced for the advancement
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It is also true that victims
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of lofty ideals of the

of alleged human rights

on many occasions joined together

under the flag of the

Constitution

and got engaged in extensive social movements . Nevertheless, virtually all to no avail .
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rulings

soon ran into
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a nebulous but enormously
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forceful theory

of legislative discretion. Not much time was lost before strict internal
control

penetrated

into every

corner

of the judiciary

with the
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